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ABSTRACT

A new algorithm for space charge emission has been developed
• to provide the correct (to a few percent) Child-Langmuir steady-

' state current limits as the number of mesh points in the voltage
gap drops to O(10). Further, the transient behavior of such flows

"" compares well with idealized, analytic cases, lending confidence
as we extend these algorithms into full RZ geometry with curved
emitting surfaces to investigate transient characteristics of realistic
injector designs.

INTRODUCTION

Charged particle source I)hysics has a wide range of applica-
tions. Of particular interest are new applications in plasma-aided
manufacturing where ions essential to the process are extracted
from a plasma. This same physics is applicable to the heavy ion
source, a crucial part of Heavy Ion Fusion HIF. The common theme
is the extraction of the desired ion species from a region of neu-

. tral or quasi-neutral material by an external voltage. The dividing
line between the beam and quasineutral regions can. be viewed as

. a Space-Charge-Emitting Surface (SCES) that can be modeled in
a simulation as a boundary condition. We hold this surface at a
fixed potential and assume it to be able to deliver all the parti-
cles or charge necessary to reduce the surface normal electric field

to zero. The numerical boundary must emit these particles such
• that they may be extracted with little transverse temperature and

t thus quickly achieve the anisotropic velocity profiles that are an

i! essential feature of many applications. In practice, building such a
numerical boundary condition is not difficult if we use of order 100-

200 grid points in the gap between the anode and cathode (called

• Work performed under the auspices oi the U.S. Department of Energy by Law-

rence Livermore National Laboratory under contract W-7405-ENG-48.
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the A-K gap) and a sufficiently small time step so that the fastest
particles do not travel more than a cell in At. As may be surmised,
we do not have the luxury of carefully resolving the SCES in codes
that are to be used frequently as design tools. We are required by
computational demands to use very large space steps Az and large
time steps At.

Electrode design in such sources is also critical to the over-
all performance. Steady state codes, such as EGUN 1, can provide
excellent predictive capabilities for the steady-state flow character-
istics of a given configuration. However, in short pulse operation
in which the control of beam transient behavior is essential, time-c

dependent acceleration and focusing voltages add yet another di-
mension to the problem. Only time-dependent simulation can pro-

' vide the detailed information needed to assess the effect of voltage
waveforms on the beam bunch shape. This information is essential

"" to the design of such low-emittance, short-pulse source electrode
configurations and to the design of the associated pulse power sup-
plies.

In this paper we describe such a time-dependent code and con-
centrate on the numerical treatment of the SCES. We utilize the

external and internal electrode structure specification capabilities
of the time-dependent, axisymmetric RZ PIC code, GYMNOS 2.
Since we will not generally have the luxury of carefully resolving
the SCES region, We have developed a space-charge-emission algo-
rithm that allows us to use large space and time steps aald satisfies
three criteria. First, it must provide steady-state currents to within
a few percent of both the _'ell-proven EGUN result and the experi-

• mental measurement even as the resolution becomes marginal. Sec-
ond, agreement is also required between GYMNOS, EGUN, and
the experiment in steady-state normalized emittance values. Fi-

" nally, we expect GYMNOS to provide detailed agreement with tile
few beam transient test cases that can be found analytically.

GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF GYMNOS

GYMNOS stores all quantities on the corners of a regular uni-
form RZ mesh. The boundaries of all structures, internal or ex-
ternal, also are assumed to lie on these corners. In a simple elec-
trostatic case, a charge density p is accumulated from the PIC ion
representation on all mesh points -- taking care to use the correct
reduced volume when finding p at a mesh point that is on a struc-
ture boundary. Given the instantaneous p, we then solve for the
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consistent electrostatic potential ¢ on all the mesh points, includ-
ing those that represent the space-charge-emitting SCES. On the
SCES we specify ¢ (typically ¢ = 0). At most points E is obtained
by central differencing. On the SCES boundary, since we know

and p at all points, we can reconstruct the potential value ¢in
just inside the SCES structure from the ¢ value on the SECS, the
one just outside the SCES, and the p at the point in question. Fi-
nite differencing for E at this point using ¢in gives a second-order
approximation for the electric field on the SCES.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SCES BOUNDARY

We now add the additional physics that characterizes a SCES;
' charge is emitted until the normal E is also zero. We use this

condition to determine how much charge would have to be emitted
• - each time step to bring the surface field described above back to the

physics-required zero. The condition is simple: the surface normal
E is equated to an induced surface charge crthat, multiplied by the
surface area represented by that node, just gives the _pace charge
that should be emitted this time step.

We now describe our implementation of this straightforward al-
gorithm together with numerical tests that have allowed us to tune

the algorithm so that it provides remarkable agreement with very
coarse finite difference representations. Given the above prescrip-
tion for the surface normal E and thus the charge induced from the
surface for emission, we fill a reservoir at each mesh point and emit
particles from the reservoir until it no longer exceeds the charge

. carried by each simulation particle. (Other approaches use variable
particle weights so as to emit constant :tumbers of particles/cell/At;

. so far our results seem more than adequate using uniform weight-
ing.)

In the limit of a small time step and many spac_a,1 grid points
between anode and cathode, many straightforward algorithms can

• provide adequate results. We now present the te,,_t results that
show that one algorithm continues to work well as resoluation de-
grades and seems to be robust enough to also work as the SCES is
generalized to a curved surface. The method is to place randomly
as many particles as can be extracted from the reservoir randomly
in the first half cell outside the SCES, and to give these particles
a normal velocity U_o_m = 2At q E_orm/m. This expression for
Unorm is derived from the condition that the normal force times



rate at which the particle gains kinetic energy, i.e.,

qEnormttnorm -- mU 2norm/2At , (1)

where the electric field is evaluated one-half cell outside of the

SCES. Empirically, we have found that a very good choice is to
evaluate the electric field one-half cell outside the SCES.

NUMERICAL TESTS OF THE SCES BOUNDARY

The simulation tests that lead us to these choices were an 1-D

• potassium (A=39) diode studies with a gap distance of 1.6 cm and
a voltage of-6.56 kV in which we varied the number of mesh points
in the gap. The Child-Langmuir current for a such diode is 0.057

• mA. Shown in Fig. 1 are lD cases with 240 mesh points in the A-K
gap in Fig la and the corresponding run with only 8 mesh points

' ' in Fig. lb. We have shown the steady-state v, vs. z phase space
in which the random loading in the first half cell outside of Zr,in
is very apparent in the coarse mesh case. Nonetheless the total
current for both the 240 mesh point case and the 8 mesh point
case is 0.057 mA, within PIC noise, as predicted by the Child-

Langmuir law. The time step is a relatively small &t = 0.5 ns in
both cases.
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Fig. 1 The vz vs. z phase si)aces for the 1-D diode with (a) 240
and (b) 8 mesh points in the A-K gap.

Since one of the purposes of the time-dependent approach is
to study the effect, of transients, we show in Fig. 2 the simulation
results of the same 1-D potassium diode using the A-K voltage



wavefornl

1¢(t)-- 3trise 3 ¢0, t<trise ,

= ¢0, t > t. o (2)
Using the same time step as in Fig. 1 and 8 mesh points in the A-K

gap, the steady current values in both Figs. 2a and 2b are the same

0.057 mA since the voltages and gap distances are the same as that

of the Fig. 1 tests. For the case in Fig. 2a, the waveform used in the

simulation has the rise time t_ise equal to the transit time, ttrans,

for an ion to cross the A-K gap, i.e., the so-called Lampel and

Tiefenback voltage waveform 3. By using this voltage waveform,

• we obtained the predicted constant current profile for the front

end and the flat-top of the beam pulse• When trise < ttrans, we

. expect the same asymptotic Child-Langmuir current at the flat-

top portion of the beam pulse led by a higher current during the

• . rise time. In the case tri_e = 150 ns, the current during the rise time

is estimated to be roughly 0.08 mA. Our result for this situation

is shown in Fig. 2b. The degree to which our simulation results

agree with analytic predictions in both cases gives us confidence

' that we can achieve useful results in more complicated geometries

where we are forced to work with limited spatial resolution.
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Fig. 2 The current profile calculated by GYMNOS when the A-K

gap voltage wa.veform's rise time is (a) equal to and (b) less than

the ion transit time, respectively•



We have used GYMNOS to study the axisymmetric LBL HIF

electrostatic column injector. In Fig. 3 we show a case with a cur-
rent valve mesh 4,s, used to control the beam pulse. Only 8 mesh

points across the gap between the emitting surface and the current
valve were used in the simulations to resolve the z-variations of the

electric field. The comparison of current, normalized emittance,

beam envelope radius, and beam divergence from GYMNOS sire-

ulation, experiment 6, and EGUN are given in Table I. The EGUN

calculations were done from the immediately downstream side of

the current valve mesh to the emittance diagnostics location by

Henestroza 7. To include finite temperature effects in the EGUN

calculations, the initial transverse beam velocity distributions at
• the current valve location must be assumed. Several "reasonable"

distribution functions, all with the same transverse temperature as

. the GYMNOS runs, were chosen to characterize the emittance that

is representative of this geometry. The result is the range of emit-

tances that are given for EGUN in Table 1. Figure 3 shows that

the beam radius is comparable to the electrodes' aperature size.

Hence, the beam experiences a large nonlinear external field and

its normalized beam emittance grows from its intrinsic value of 0.05

mm-mr at the source to 0.25 mm-mr at the emittance diagnostics
location. ....
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Fig.3 The LBL HIF injector with a current valve



Table I The LBL HiF injector with a current valve

GYMNOS EXP 6 EGUN 7

Current (mA) 82 80 80

Normalized emittance (mm-mr) .26 .25 0.07-0.2

Beam radius (mm) 32.5 31.2 31.0

Beam divergence (mr) 34.5 38.4 36.0

The GYMNOS result of the same configuration without the
current valve and with the same mesh size in the z direction is

shown in Fig. 4. When the current valve mesh was removed, the

voltage of the first electrode (at z=l.2 cm in Fig. 4) was the same

• as that of the ion emitting anode. This voltage arrangement results

in curved equipotential surfaces near the anode so that the beam

• sees a very strong radial focusing force near the ion emitting surface

and the first electrode. The beam is pinched and focused roughly

' to a lmm radius spot size at the injector exit. The space-charge
limited current is then reduced. Since the beam radius is much

smaller than the electrodes' aperature size, the external field beam

sees is very linear. There is no normalized emittance growth in this
case. The radial mesh size used in the simulation was quite coarse

(At = 0.6 mm) compared with the 1 mm beam radius. There is

not enough resolution to simulate the small beam size and beam

divergence properly. Nevertheless, we have obtained very good
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Fig. 4 The LBL HIF injector without a current valve
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agreement in the values of current and normalized emittance with

experiments and EGUN calculations as given in Table II.

Table II The LBL HIF injector without a current valve

GYMNOS EXP 6 EGUN 7

Current (mA) 20 > 24 19

Normalized emittance (mm-mr) .06 .04 0.05

Beam radius (mm) 5.0 1.2 0.9

Beam divergence (mr) 19 6 8

• SUMMARY

' We have developed and implemented a space charge emissionv

algorithm to the time dependent axisymmetric PIC code, GYM-

. NOS. The algorithm can provide the correct Child-Langmuir cur-

rent when the number of mesh points in the A-K gap is as little

as 8. Comparing with the analytic results, the simulation can also

provide the predicted transient behavior. Finally, the GYMNOS

simulations of the LBL HIF electrostatic column injector agree

with the experimental data and EGUN results quite well.
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